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The adventure starts here...

Jupiter Play
As an independent, design-led company, Jupiter Play & Leisure has been designing award-winning play spaces in Scotland for nearly 10 years.  The time has come to share that experience further af ield... and so we are delig hted to be opening an off ice in England to service this market.
Our focus is on selecting landscape features and equipment that is rig ht for each individual project - matching your brief with the surrounding environment and community demographics. Our main goal has always been, and still is, to create inspiring play spaces - whether we are designing them for you or offering product specif ication advice.  
We work extensively with landscape architects and designers to help select the rig ht equipment for their project from our comprehensive portfolio. And in our search to bring originality to our play spaces,  
we have found another gem - FHS Holztechnik. 
This catalog ue is designed to show you a ‘snap-shot’of the extensive FHS range and we hope it inspires you in your quest for bespoke adventure play!

The inspiring range from FHS encompasses beautiful, handcrafted pieces together with the skills and design f lair of Norbert Schwar z for completely bespoke and creative adventure play solutions.
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Slides that take  
your breath away...
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What is a play area without  a breath-taking slide.....?

FHS pride themselves on their unique and 
exhilarating slides, created to suit each 
individual site and budget. The options are 
endless - Dual width accessible slides, spiral 
tunnel slides, triple lane slides, or slides 
to f it the contours of any site - so let your 
imagination run wild! 
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Aim hig h...  
     be inspired...
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The FHS swings are available in Robinia, Oak, Pine or Steel and as shown here, can have either a natural or painted f inish to give your play area a  unique identity. 
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The eye-catching range of swings from FHS 
offers so much more than the traditional 
cradle or f lat seat swing sets! 
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It,s a balancing act....
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The balancing elements from FHS offer a different challenge and experience depending on the age and ability of the child. Whether choosing smaller, individual elements or combining several to create a trim-trail, these stunning pieces blend effortlessly into any play area. 
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The sky,s  
     the limit....

FHS know there is far more to climbing than simply going straig ht up and down!
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Children love to get up hig h and take 
in their surroundings, traverse using 
different net, balancing and hanging 

elements, or just chill out with friends 
whilst watching the world go by. If you are 

looking for something truly special,  
FHS can handcraft bespoke creations to 

your requirements.



Lorreum Ispum 12300

Giraffe Alley
Let us handcraft your dream...

Standing at 16m in heig ht this unique design by Norbert Schwar z of Spielgeräte Parkbauten was designed exclusively for the Serengeti Safari Park, Hodenhagen, in 2000. Working directly with the Safari Park, this structure was created to improve the facilities within the park and attract more visitors and family groups. Following the success of this project another giraffe was commissioned by the zoo in Osnabrück, Germany. 
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This impressive Robinia and Stainless Steel Elephant play structure was designed by Mr. Schwar z of Spielgeräte Parkbauten for a community park in Nijmegen, Holland in 2001. The community was heavily involved in the revamp of the park including the design of the bespoke elephant play tower which has since been commissioned for several sites across Europe.

Let us handcraft your dream...

Elephant Bongo
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This stunning oak play structure was designed by Mr. Norbert Schwar z of Spielgeräte Parkbauten for an annual village event in Spain in 2007. The combination of oak and stainless steel situated amongst the trees in this natural site creates a striking feature attracting children of all ages.

Astro Proba
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Lorreum Ispum 12300

Tree House Tullin

This breath-taking structure was designed in 2007 by Norbert Schwar z as part of the Austrian National Garden Festival. By cleverly incorporating the existing trees into the overall design, this unit blends effortlessly with its surroundings creating an enticing play environment for any age. Throug h close collaboration between Spielgeräte Parkbauten and a number of landscape architects, this project demonstrates exactly what can be achieved when designing play equipment to enhance the natural environment.
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Yekta Tower

This spectacular Robinia and Stainless Steel tower was designed by Mr. Norbert Schwar z of Spielgeräte Parkbauten as part of an impressive play park in Belgium in 2008. This magnif icent unit, consisting of 3 exhilarating slides, rope climbing structures, a metal climbing tunnel and several lookout vantage points creates a unique focal point within the play area. This project hig hlig hts the possibility of creating bespoke equipment to give any play area a unique identity.
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Zirkus Aladdin
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Planned and designed by Mr. Norbert Schwar z of Spielgeräte Parkbauten, the Zirkus Aladdin Play Area in Berlin was created as a unique design like no other in Germany. The central Robinia climbing structure replicates the Big top of the circus, combining several net climbing elements, slides and lookout platforms. The theme inspires creative play in children of all ages encouraging them to play and interact together.
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Working closely with a landscape architect, 

this project was designed and created 

by  FHS Holztechnik in 2004. Using the 

designs created by the landscape architect, 

FHS were able to turn their ideas into a 

truly bespoke play structure featuring 

several climbing elements and a stainless 

steel tunnel slide with the children 
emerging from the mouth of a  

f ire-breathing dragon!

Dragon,s Den
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As part of the National Garden Festival 2005 in Bad Wildungen, Germany, several landscape architects were involved in the design of a children,s play area inspired by g ames and memories from childhood. FHS Holztechnik converted their charming designs into a spectacular reality. 

Past-times 
Park

This design shows how play equipment, surfacing choice and soft and hard landscaping can be combined to create a community space welcoming young and old. This park won  The Deutscher Spielraumpreis 2007 for the most  creative play area design.

,

,
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Where will your  
      imagination take you...?

The use of a striking multi play unit within 
a play area grabs children,s attention and 
signif ies to them that they are welcome to 
play there. Children,s imaginations can be 
sparked by a themed unit or simply serve to 
encourage interaction and social play. 
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Where will your  
      imagination take you...?
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Where will your  
      imagination take you...?

FHS are always delig hted to work on bespoke structures to make your play area stand out from the rest - so let your imagination run wild!
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Vlaardingen
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Enhance your  
            landscape...

Soft and hard landscaping is ideal for enhancing the play setting without being prescriptive. It can offer unique opportunities for children to express themselves and create their own g ames as well as providing informal boundaries and desire lines within the play area. 
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The best of  
        the rest!...
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Lorreum Ispum 12300

Children of all ages love the 
freedom of playing with sand and 
water. By combining individual 
elements, a bespoke sand or water 
play feature can be crafted for 
your play area project.

905260100R

The fantastic range of cableways from FHS are available at 
lengths of 30, 40 and 50 metres, making an old favourite 
even more popular!24



Want it as nature intended,  
but still sustainable?
Then let us introduce you to 
Robinia from FHS
Few people would arg ue that more natural 
play spaces make for a more inspiring and 
inviting place for children and carers to be.
One of the key recommendations of the 
Design for Play Guide is ensuring your 
provision is also sustainable. With a host of 
timber products to choose from, getting the 
rig ht one can be diff icult, but when it comes 
to the longing for individual and ‘quirky’ 
equipment, nothing f its the bill better than 
Robinia Wood.
Robinia is the only timber that offers 
unique characteristics and unmatched 
strength - in wood classif ication for 
resistance, Robinia is in class 1 (oak is 
class 2, pine class 3).  This means that the 
product can be used and installed directly 
into the ground without any treatment.  
Choose your Robinia supplier carefully 
thoug h, not all products are crafted with 
the same care.  
A factsheet on Robinia, its characteristics 
and attributes is available to download from 
our website www.jupiterplay.co.uk

The FHS range utilises a wide variety of materials - the best for the purpose.  Sometimes this is oak, sometimes steel, sometimes Robinia but whatever material is used, the quality is always the f inest, all products are designed to conform to EN1176 and all standard products are independently tested and certi fed to EN1176.*

*Some bespoke projects may need to be Risk Assessed. All images copyright FHS Holztechnik GmbH 
 & Spielgeräte Parkbauten 2009©



Jupiter Play & Leisure Ltd 
Unit 14 Swanston Steading,  109 Swanston Road,  Edinburgh EH10 7DS 
Tel: 0131 445 7989,  Fax: 0131 445 7980,  info@jupiterplay.co.uk
www.jupiterplay.co.uk
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This document is printed 
on 9lives, a FSC certified 
coated paper,  
manufactured with a 100% 
recycled fibre content.


